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PREFACE

This report was prepared initially in response latitude. Their frequency of occurrence with
to a request from the X-20 Program Office, respect to latitude, longitude, time of year,
Aeronautical Systems Division, AFSC. The and other factors, is analyzed in detail.
X-20 Office, in order to assess possible Year-to-year changes in the number of oc-
effects of noctilucent clouds on space vehi- curre'cs are considered in relation to the
cles, requested infoi niation on various prop- "l!-year' sunspot cycle. A comprehensive
erties of the clouds, including their frequency sample of data on cloud movement is sum-
of occurre,.ce as a function of latitude and marized, although in view of the highly corn-
longitude and time of year. In view of the plicated field (.f motion in noctllucent clouds,
growing interest in noctilucent clouds, both this subject i.; difficult to treat satisfactorily.
in meteorological and engineering circles, Finally, a comparison is made of rocket
it seemed appropriate to make further dis- samples of particle size and concentration
tribution of this report. with values deduced from polarization meas-

urements by Ludlam (22] and Witt [43].
There has been a recurring interest in noc-
tilucent clouds during at least the past eight This report is another example of the growing
decades. This interest came into focus in AWS involvment in =conventinal aspects ofF ~~~~~~~~~the middle and late 1950's, with the imple- W noveti .2ovnialapcso
thmiddletand fsevelca e u 190', dieine - the upper atmosphere. It is hoped that in ad-
mentation of several carefully designed ob- dition to providing useful miornatidun to thc
servational programs. D~irect sampling 01 scientific community, the work reported may
cloud particles by rockets in 1962 provided stimulate further interest among AWS me-
a basis for checking theoretical estimates of teorologists in the wider domain of aero-
particle size and concentration. With contin- te environental prom.
ued study, it is not unlikely that some of the space environmental problems.
still unanswered questions regarding nocti-
lucent clouds can be resolved -An the near fu- I wish to express my appre4.,aton to Captain
ture. J. K. Lambert and 1st Lt. J. A. Dutton, of

the Climatic Center, for many helpful corn-
In this report a review is made of the existing ments, and to the staff of Meteorological and
concepts of the constitution or origin of the Geoastrophysical Abstracts, for making
clouds, and a mechanism is suggested which available a bibliography on noctilucent clouds
might explain their apparent dependence on before publication.

R. S. QUIROZ
Climatic Center, USAF
Washington, D. C. 20333
1 August 1964
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ON THE ORIGIN AND CLIMATOLOGY

OF NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS

SECTION A - INTRODUCTION Soviet IGY results (1957-58) has proved es-
pecially worthwhile. Our results based on the

Noctilucent clouds have been talked about for total complex of data are given in sections
decades, yet they remain one of the major D and E. The discussion refers to theNorth-
mysteries of meteorology. Their origin and ern Hemisphere. Not much can be said on
duration and their complex field of motion the basis of the few cloud reports available
are foremost among the problems awaiting for the Southern Hemisphere.
resolution. Recent investigations have pro-
vided partial answers; the complete solution A review of -xisting theories of the origin of
may be clu at hand. the clouds is desirable for a proper appie-

ciation of the climatological derivations.
The clouds are commonly assumed to occur Secion B is devoted to such a reviewr. In
at or near the temperature minimum which t'e Northern Hemisphere noctilucent cloudw
defines the mesopause, that is, near 80 km. l,: ve been seen only between latitudes 45*
Actually, they have been observed ove r a and 8 N. Section C describes a mechanism
rather wide heghl band, fiom less than 75 which might explain their apparent depend-
km to 90 km (about 250,000 ft to 300.000 it). ence on latitude.
As their name implies, they are seen at
night, in the periods after sunset and before This inqt,'ry into the climatological prop-
sunrise when the sun is I through 22 degrees erties of noctilucent clouds (hereafter ab-
below the horizon. They are observed mainly breviated "NOC') has been made because of
In summer, but they have been seen as early concern that the clouds, whether comprisedof
as mid-Mlarch anl.. as late as mid-October. dust or some uoier material, might consti-
In the majority of the observations, the clouds tute a hazard to space vehicles. If the oc-
have been seen at elevations of 1to some 150 currence of NOC and the occurrence of
above the northern horizon, but in exceptional critical dust concentrations near the meso-
cases bands of noctilucent clouds have extend- pause are correlated, data on NOC should
ed at leaat to the zenith. be useful for estimating hazards to space

vehicles. The clouds appear to be truly lati-

A fair knowledge of the space and time dis- tude-dependent. If it can be slw, that the
tribution of noctilucent clouds is now avail- concentration of dust does not ,.epend on
able. For an empirical basis we have the latitude, then the value of NOC information
early observations collected by Vestine (39] for vehicle hazard evaluation is open to
and later compilations by Stbrmer [36], question.
Spangenberg (35], Ludlam j22], Wltt [42],
Gromov [12], Paton (27] [28], Astopovich SECTION B - EXISTING THEORIES OF
L2], as well as the data from observational FORMATION
networks established in the U.S.S.R. in 1957
(Pavlova, [29]),and more recently in North Several theories have been suggested to ex-
America (Fogle,[8]). These data have been plain the presence of noctilucent clouds.
taken into account in determining basic cli- These may be reduced to three basic propo-
matologicAl properties. A close look at the vitions:

• 1
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a. NOC consist of condensed water vapor As for the temperatures thus far observedat
in the form of ice crystals. 80 kin, rocket grenade observations have

b. NOC consist of dust particles of either yielded values as low as 150K (June) and
volcanic or extrttcrrestrialorigin.An extra- 165' (late March) at Wallops Island, Va,
terrestrial source is favored, namely, sec- (381-4), and approximately 170* (summer
ondary particles from meteor showers . months) at Fort Churchill, Canada (59N)
from the background of sporadic in-..iors. (Nordberg and Smith, 26]; Strot;d et al.

c. NOC consist of dust particles, of which [ 37])*'See Figure 1.Thus, the available evi-
at least some are surrounded by ice. dence indicates that condensation is possible,

at least in the summer months.
It is beyond the scope of this report to obtain
proof or refutajion of these propositio-is. legarding Proposition b, the fact thatboth the
However, evidence will be presented re- Krakatoa volcanic eruption of August 1883
flecting on the plausibility of each. and the Great Siberian Meteorite of June 30,

1908 were followed by a large number of
The question of condensation cannot now be reports of NOC immediately suggests that
answered definitively, owing to the absence volcanic eruptions and/or meteors may pro-
of actual moisture measurements in the vide a dust source.5 When NOC occurrence
vicinity of 80 km. Assuming a mixing ratio is compared with other volcanic events,

by volume of 0.25 X 10 4 , or a vapor density no evident relation emerges. This point has
X 1been treated in detail by Ludlam [221 and

at 80 km of"5 X 10 gmi ,nHunphircys will not be discussed further here.
18] calculated that condensation could occur The cas for meteors is more intriguing.

at a temperature of 160K. Ludlam [221 has Bowen [41 claimed to have fo ntdagclo irela-
noted that on the basis of soundings obtained tion betweca the occurrence of NOC and ru-
by the British Meteorological Research currPnt meteor showers. s claim. is

Flight, the mixing ratio of 10 em./kgm oh- unconvincing, in view (among other factors)
served in the lower stratosphere tended to of significant gaps in Vestine's collection of
be preserved to higher levels'; this mixing cloud reports, which Bowen used as a basis
ratio, if applicable at 80 kin, indicates a for comparison, Ludlam, considering further

vapor density at the latter heightof 2 X 10 1 4  the controlled series of cloudobservationsat
3 Torsta, Sweden (1954-55), found no clear re-

gm/cm, For condensation, the temperature lation bets-eon the occurrence of NOCandthe
corresponding to this moisture value is arrival of meteor showers.
145%K. At higher temperatures, the moisture
content required for condensation should have Note should be made, however, of the relative
to be appreciably greater. The possibility of contributions of meteor showers and sporadic
a local moisture source is not excluded; meteors to the total meteoric mass entering
Vegard (381 has suggested that water vapor the earth's atmosphere. During major meteor
might form from a combination of hydrogen showers the influx rate may increase by sev-
with oxygen in the auroral regions. eral orders of magnitude, over the background

'For a more detai!ed consideration of observed moisture content co 30 km aad implied frost
points at 80 km. see Hesstvedt [161.
2A temperature in the vicinity of 135°K, the lowest ever recorded ia the earth's atmosphere,
was ootained in a rocket sounding in Sweden. summer 1963 (verbal communication from W.
Smith, IASA).

Although dust from Krakatoa was visible over Europe within 3 months after the eruption, the
first reports of NOC were not until almost 2 years later. In contrast, NOC were visible almost
daily during the two weeks following the meteor event. In much of Siberia. Soviet Central Asia.
and eastern Furope, the clouds of June 30 were of exceptional brightness and were seer. ",l
night long", according to Astapovich's (2]compilation of reports; Sheniok [32] cites 63 obser-
vations. Above the NOC, red-green cloud connected with the fall of the meteor was seen.

2
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1 .1 (A siw-di III- lIclin [it it mas., (on- A.IUhOI*' . Fitu.-tc 2 shows> sU t. ,oilmonthly

4'tj d l, t~ia;orz~ S* mt d ait 130 fijuali mi'- or ( ouits as .1 finactionl of time of

x10 3kgn. 11eV y'.r ('i able iV ,Givenlnw and dty. T'wsv (arves, r cpro d u e d trom,
NI illniaan and Micintosh. wer~e dc: ,ved frrmaL-ell, IJ' ,,"only sli.0ty nwe thall 20', of

x± II- l) i mina ry analys. s of radiar ount ,Ao'oti-ieu
tit ot li all1 mcteors (6I 5 x JO k,_m .I . Otta, Cta, 1957.1960.-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~tl .. t If a~ c'.rre-lation -s to he foiund Ib- ap etfo iue hd. -pr

nw itt ot ( rz to I c(, NOC a~nd alt t,,oi at~ - It 0aprnfotFige2thtIcm r-
tlthe On the b., ( k-g P1.. n d r'ates Or the son i NOC o(-cui ring., sai. in the v% ening
''~:edh.~!:: un adshow"':- r t:s eI, !-;o-r s w lth !-Lteur ounts . 19 and 07 hfo"'s

III, "t o lxShould jII J*L.ably be tAIKCII into would i.ojt yield similahr etsutus. Furtlivr. it
*~t~ft. s expected that time lags in the redastribu-

nion o, particlvs, ol differ,,-,, sizes, due to
Attuntion hi is atll eady b4 iin allh d (Witt, '421) %.ai ab~e Initial mieteor1 speeds and -o natural
to the ..-,nieral iin , ase ni meteor activity Lit %o 'rt: al ntii onb it, file atnivzfItcrt. should

1'nw. which is (onbistent with the high incrtasi. th,.'unpei of the problem..
summrinient frequency of observed NOC. It
stems .l'car that any further (omzr.rison wdl Proposition c. -.NOC (onbist of dust particles
require a detailed oasideration of diurnial. surroundiA by it e", depends, of course, or.
dav-tc--dav. and year-lo-year fluctuationb ii, the fulfillment u.1 Propo)sttaons _- and b. that
raieor .1e1P.]fy. E,.;denc., of ykar-t-i-vir is. dust. fprobab!: -If exrraterrestrial orilgin,
variations in 'he post-f1Y veriou nas been must I~c a'aiiabl- and conditons near k~tU kml
1 )resented by M-i llni nn and N1-_ntosl- [251. niust !)e fa~ o: able for tondensation. Tentative
Diurnal biL ha- ior lm be, ni depi. ted by several ec idence of ice-t.oated dust has recently been

x h

cc 0 7h ]j 200- '.

W look-
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Fig. : 2. Monithly Radcr Me4teor Counts dt 4 Hours Of d16 Day (EST!. FrCri Milimcuin ond mc'rtost' (251.
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obane nSweden (Soberr-nan,i.34]). In the The problem (hen reduces to decribing suiot-18

suinmer of 1062, particle counts were oh- able mechaisms for creating a dust layer,
taied with the aidof specially- designed rock- nmt necessar ly continuous in time or E .. ce,
ets on one night when NOC were present and in the vicir, of 80 km and at latitudes
on one cloudless night. The :ocket that tray- where NOC have been observed, fro, ,45
ersed the NOC collected 10' L o1 ie to at least 1300. (Until a few years .ngo, 6,t'N
the number of particles collected by the was considered the northern lim-t of visible
rocket flown on a cloudless night. From a NOC. The results of systematic observing
laboratory study of these data it was found programs in the middle and late 1950's
that part, at least, of the cloud substance was have shown occurrences at higher latitudes.
solid and not volatile, and that about 10% of For example, two occurrences were noted
the NOC particle.,, were surrounded by a at Bukhta Tlksi, 800 20*N, 52* 55E., in
coating of ,;nre -,ibstanee that later evap- 1957-58.) The concentration of dust parti-
orated, apparentl,, ice. On the basis of this cles in this !ayer must exceed a critical
samle alone, onc n,1,:ht 7onciude that nocti- value which pc .mits their observation as*1lucent clouds indlicati: a 'i."ge increase in "cloud" from the earth's surface, under
dust concentratior l~ear the i-,e-.-.-,q"e. Since optimum viewing conditions. The optimum
only 10% oi the p:'rtie'es samnpic.d ine-icateda condition may include a wave arrangement
vo idensation proc,;^ , ;. question remains of the dust layer such that the observer's

~trt~ heherconcui~:~i~s ~ecssry or line of sight passes through a maximum
.t weth clodo ensee..n .esrfo number of part.icles (Figure 3). A wave

the -. ,-t caud fo e sen.motion, at times active and complex, is

"ECTION C - A )iBLE EXPLANATION found in many NOC formations, particularly
SF NOCTILF''R-S . CLOUD FORMATION in very bright NOC (Grlshin, ( 11] ).

,%s we have r'een 0. the preceding section, Assuming a suitable dust source, wc know of
condcr-sadlo.- In tii.u -vicinity of the nasopause no reason for expecting an influx tl'at is lati-
is * osible; it -,a,, or may no' be required tude-dependent, except as aiscussed below;
f, inctilwent fti tt, c- s'. Whether or thus we further ;zssume that the dust particles

ccnde~isat, ta-. -t ,1, ! , it will be as- are initially uniformly distributed with re-
sumne. 1,t a d~fIi.~ ust concentration spect to latitude. Ludlam (221 has pointed
n'ust be availatble, The dust particles may out that if interplanetary dust such as in the
act as condensation nucipi or may them.. zodiacal-light cloud contained a substantial
selves have the scattering properties neces- proportion of iron, or if it were charged by
sary to reflect the sun's rays for Eolar solar radiation, It "mifght enter the earth's
depression angles (iIn the range.-6 0 < atmosphere preferentially in high latitudes,

16g. thereby locally increasing in concentration".

FIgure 2. Llne of Sight Through N octi lucent

5
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However, the direct contribution from inter- the mesosphere, and the same opportunit7
planetary dust, as distinct from dust accrued for the formation of a persistent dust layer
by secondary scattering from meteors enter- at the mesopause is not expected to exist.
ing the earth's atmosphere at tremendous
speeds (generally,--10 to 90 km/sec) may be The second factor, not mentionedby previous
quite small. W hi p p 1 e [40J -nd Dubin and authors, is the northward convergence of the
McCracken [6J have estimated that the spaUal streamlines suggested by low-latitude ob-
density of dust in the vicinity of the earth is servational data on the meridional circula-
102 to 103 times greater than inthe zodiacal tion. At such locations as White Sands, New
cloud. If dust from any extraterrestrial Mexico (320N) and Cape Kennedy, Florida
source is considered, alatitudinalaccumula- (28'N), winds measuredwiththeaidof rockets
tion is still not excluded, according to Witt frequently have components from the south.

tio isstll otexcudd, ccrdig o Wtt At White Sands, for example, the mean
[421. Assuming that charged dust particles

with velocity 30 km/sec (a characteristic southerly component, in both summer and

meteor velocity) enter the earth's atmos- winter, is of the order of 5 to 20 m/sec, at

phere, Witt calculates that in accordancewith heights from about 60 to 80 kilometers. (In

the theory of motion of a charged particle in general, however, the mesospheric zonal

the magnetic field of the earth, certain parti- components are much stronger than the

cles would never reach the geomagnetic meridional components.) If a southerly wind
equator. Greater knowledge of the behavior component of, say, 10 m/sec is assumed to

of dust particlez in the earth's magnetic prevail from latitudes 01 to 02, then esti-
field is needed before the question of their mates can be obtained of the time required
latitudinal dependence at all heights of the for air and dust particles to reach 02 and of
atmosphere can be resolved, the relative particle concentration expected in

Assuming that particles below about 90 km a unit area centered on 02. The effect of in-

are not charged or that the influence of the creasing conccntration with increasing lati-
earth's magnetic field is negligible, we can tude is depicted schematically in Figure 4.
look to two factors that would lead to in- The area determined by the samp interval of
creased concentrations in the neighborhood latitude and longitude is a function of cos 0.
of the mesopause and at middle and high The total particle concentration, and along
latitudes. with it the dust concentration, sWould increase

northward 4 as long as the meridional circula-
One is the relative thermal instability of tion does not undergo a significant change.
the mesosphere in summer, permitting sig- For a sustained southerly component of 10
nificant vertical motions, in contrast to the m/see, for example, dust particles starting
general stability characteristic of winter in from 20'N would require about 3 days to reach
middle and high latitudes (see Figure 1). 45*N and would have a concentration approxi-

mately twice as great at 451N as at 201N.
Above 80 km there is a return to thermally
stable air so that the relatively large verti- Of course, such ideal behavior doesnotneces-
cal motion expected in summer is not sus- sarily occur in nature. Synoptic and diurnal
tained above the mesopause. The summertime fluctuations in the general circulation greatly
vertical profile of vertical motion, therefore, complicate the picture. Indeed, such fluctua-
should lead to a concentration of dust particles tions, together with fluctuatior.s in the thermal
in the vicinity of the mesopause, for those stability of the mesosphere and variations in
particles that are sufficiently light to be car- the influx of extraterrestrial dust particles,
ried upward by ascending air. In winter, up- are consistent with the intermittent character
ward motion is Inhibited throughout much of of observed NOC. It remains to point out that

The total atmospheric density at 80 km increases northward in summer, according to Ouiroz
[30]. However, the density at 80 km depends strongly on the thermodynamic state or the tropo-
svhere. and it does not follow that the increase northward is necessarily a consequence of the
meridional flow.

6
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~~~~~ 4 : i: 1  Figure 4. Schematic I llustration of Increase of
a *2 Particle Corcent-ation Northward
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the nieridional circulation, and in winter,
when thermal conditions are relatively un- SECTION D - CLIMATOLOGY
favot able for the formation of a dust layer,
a dispersal of the dust in the vertical is ex- Statistics on the distribution of NOC should
peeled, with a possible leakage to the regions be based ideally on the restilts of continuous
underlying aind overlying th~e mnesosphere. It series of obcservations made by trained ob-
has not been our intent to present a complete servers under similar viewing conditions, and
the~ory, b'lt -utiwet to suggest a mlechailism over a sufficiently large area that visual de-
that could account for an increased concen- tection is not antirely prchibited by tro,)o-
tr~tion of dust particles in middle and high spheric cloud cover. V iew'ing conditions are a
latitude-s. Under conctitions of mesospheric function of the duration ot the period when the
thermal instabilhy, the tendency to acci1mu- sun's angle below "he horizon is approxi-
lation nie-ir the niesopa-use would result in a niately in the range, 6',,.v<18'. In this range of
further increase mr. p .iticle concentr~ation, solar depression, the light contrast over the
tlhceAby tr,,ating (other thinvs being equal) distant horizon is most favorable for the
the optimuilm conditiou for NOC occurrence. visual detection of NOC.

Details of the theory are not yet worked out. The length of the favorable viewing period
A careful examir~ation of the rneridiona, cir- depends on latitude, and on the sun's de':linn-
culation as a function 1_f labt Lude and longitude tion (- 23 1/'2^s<23 1/2), thus on the tirnof
is required. If this thicor h olds, its main year. At latitudes 50' to 60'N the viewing
praica1 significance sliculdbetliatalthoilgh period is from 21to more than 5 hours, being

1 16
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at a maximum near midsummer. (At suffi- Astapovich [3], for Ashkabad, 1942-49 (381N)
ciently high latitudes, the sun in midsummer and Alma-Ata, 1955-57 (44 N), supports the
does not descend more than 60below the hori- view that NOC are a phenomenon of middle
zon, and the lack of adequate light contrast and high latitudes, only.5

precludes the observation of NOC atandnear Chronology.
the summer solstice.) In low altitudes the Before reviewing details of the latitudinal
viewing period is significantly reduced, but distribution of NOC itwill be useful to examine
NOC could still be seen if they were present. their chronology since 1885. For this purpose
At 301N, for example, approximately 2 hours wc have assembled numerical data for indi-
of viewing time are available each night vidual years, based on the published compila-
throughout the year. The absence of reports of tions listed below. Soviet IGY results are also
NOC in low latitudes, even in systematic ob- shown, but these will be discussed subse-
servational series s-ch as those reported by quently.

SOURCE PERIOD OF REPORTS AREA

Vestlne (39] 1885-1933 mainly central and west Europe

Astapovlch [2] 1885-1944 U. S. S. R.

Spangenberg [35] 1932-1941 unidentified, presumably central Europe

Paton [27] (281 1939-1963 Abernathy, Scotland

Ludlam [22] 1954-1955 Torsta, Sweden

Wilt [42] 1956 Torsta and Stockholm

Pavlova (29] 1957-1958 U. S. S. R.

Fogle (7], (8], 1956-1963 North America
Hanson [13]. and
Lindley (21]

Table 1 gives, by months andyears, the num- Inspection of the Individual compilations of

ber of nights, n, on whichNOC were observed, Vestine, Astapovich, etc., shows significant

according to each of the above sources. With- disagreement in the annual total number of

in each source, multiple reports on the same occurrences. In 1921-1930, for example,

night were counted asone observation. Nocti- Vestine shows no occurrences, whereas

lucent clouds typically have a horizontal ex- Astapovich shows a total of 85. Conversely,
in the period 1886-1895, Vesting' gives 121,

tent of several hundred kilometers, so that whereas Astapovich shows only 5. Some of
nearby stations normally sight the same the variation might be explained by differ-
cloud. Tf a s-!iciently wide longitudinal in- enceb in geographical areas sampled, but it

terval is sampled various statistics can be seems likely that the major variation is due

derived, but in this section only data on to differences in the number of observers

"nights when NOC occurred" are considered. available in these areas.

5Noctilucent clouds observed in southern Arizona at about latitude 33"N, in Junc and Novem-
ber 1963, are consioered to have been due to the launchingof rockets from the Pacific Missile
Range (Meinel and Meinel, [24]) ,and are excluded from consideration in this repurt.

8
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Table 1. Number of Nights, n. Noctilucent Cloud Observed, 1885-1963, According to Var-
ious Authorities, with Representative Annual Totals

(column A) and Three-Year Running Means (column B)

Year Source May Jun Jul Aug Total A B

1885 Ves 7 13 20 20 20
Ast 1 >1

1886 Ves 1 14 14 2 31 31 30
Ast 1

1887 Ves 18 20 38 38 28
Ast 1 1

1888 Ves 9 7 16 16 21
Ast 1 1

1889 Ves 3 3 3 9 9 12
Ast 0

1890 'r 1 2 8 11 11 9
'st 2 2

lb8- Ves 4 3 7 7 7
Ast 0

1892 Ves 1 1 2 4 4 5
Ast 0

1893 Ves 2 1 3 3 3
Ast 0

1894 Ves 1 1 2 2 2
Ast 0

1895 Ves 0 0 1
Ast 0

:896 Ves 0 0 1
Ast 0

1897 Ves 0 2 2
Ast 2 2

1898 Ves 0 3 5
Ast 1 1 1 3

1899 Ves 1 >1 9 5
Ast 2 7 9

1900 Ves 0 2 4
Ast 2 2

9
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Table 1. Number of Nights, it, Noctilucent Cloud Observed, 1885-1963, According to Var-ious Authorities, with Representative Annual Totals
(column A) and Thie-Year Running Means (column B) (cont.)

Year Suurce May Jun Jul Aug Total A B

1901 Ves 0 0 <1
Ast 0

1902 Ves 0 0 >0
Ast 0

1903 Ves 1 1 1 (1
Ast 0

1904 Ves 0 1 >1
Ast 1 1

1905 Ves 0 2 >1
Ast 2 2

1906 Veb 1 1 1 1
Ast 1

1907 Ves 0 0 4
Ast 0

1908 Ves 1 4 5 12 5
Ast 3* 9 12

1909 Ves 1 1 2 5
Ast 1 1 2

1910 Ves 1 1 2 2 8
Ast 1 2

1911 Ves 5 15 20 20 8
Ast 2 2

1912 Yes 0 >1 7
Ast >1

1913 Yes 0 >1 2
Ast >1

1914 Yes 1 2 3 3 1
Ast 1 1 2

1915 Ves 0 0 1
Ast 0

1916 Ves 1 1 1 70
Ast 0

-NOC seen by t obhervers on June 30, 1908, night of Tunguskli (Great Siberian) meteorite.

10
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Table 1. Number of Nights, n. Noctilucent Cloud Observed, 1885-1963, Accordirg to Var-
ious Authorities, with representative Annual Totals

(column A) and Three-Year Running Means (column B) (cont.)

Year Source May Jun Jul *v,'r:: A B

1917 Ves 1 0 1
Ast

1918 Ves 0 2 1
Ast 1 1 2

1919 Ves 0 0 2
Ast 0

1920 Ves 1 1 3 >2
Ast 3 3

1921 Ves 0 4 4
Ast 4 4

1922 Ves 0 4 4
Ast 1 3 4

1923 Ves 0 4 3
Ast 3 4

1924 Ves 0 1 8
Ast 1 1

1925 Yes 0 21 14
Ast 5 13 3 21

Year Source Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total A B

1926 Ves 0 21 16
Ast 1 7 10 2 1 21

1927 Yes 0 5 10
Ant 2 3 5

1928 Ves 0 5 9
Ant 3 2 5

1929 Yes 0 18 8
Ant 6 7 3 2 18

1930 Ves 0 2 8
Ant 1 1 2

1931 Ves 0 4 5
Ant 1 3 4

1932 Ves 6 1 7 10 8
Ast 4 6 10
Spa 4

11
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Table 1. Number of Nights, n, Noctilucent Cloud Observed, 1885-1963, According to Var-
ious Authorities, with Representative Annual Totals

(column A) and Three-Year Running Means (column B) (cont.)

Year Source Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total A B

1933 Ves 2 1 3 11 10
Ast 3 3 1 7
Spa 11

1934 Ast 1 1 4 Z 8 10 10
Spa 10

1935 Ast 9 9 9 15
Spa 5

1936 Ast 7 17 1 25 25 21
Spa 4

1937 Ast 1 11 11 5 28 28 22
Sp. 2

1938 Ast 2 5 4 2 13 13 16
Spa 1

1939 Ant 4 2 6 6 10
Spa 0
Pat 1 1

1940 Ast 3 8 1 12 12 7
Spa 1
Pat 1 1

1941 Ast 4 4 4 6
Spa 4
Pat 2 2

1942 Ast 1 1 1 2
Pat 0

1943 Ast 0 2 1
Pat 2 2

1944 Ant 1 1 1 2
Pat 0

1945 Pat 1 1 2 2

1946 Pat 1 1 2 2

1947 Pat 1 1 2 2

1948 Pat 1 1 2 3

1949 Pat 3 3 6 5

12
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Table I. Nunmber of Nights, z, Noctilucent Cloud Observed, 1885-1963, According to Var-

ious Authorities, with Representative Annual Totals
(column A) and Three-Year Running Means (column B) (cont.)

Year Source Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total A B

1950 Pat 1 2 1 4 8 e

1951 Pat 2 2 4 5

1952 Pat 1 1 2 3

1953 Pat 1 1 2 4

1954 Pat 1 1
Lud 3 1 4 8 7

1955 Pat 1 2 3
Lud 4 2 6 12 10

1956 Pat 1 1
Witt 3 4 7 10
Fog 3 3

1957 Pat 1 1 2
Pay 4 18 8 12 2 44
IAn I I
Fog 1 1

1958 Pat 1 1
Pav 6 9 9 13 22 18 11 88
Fog 1 1 2

1959 Pat 1 4 10 15

1960 Pat 1 7 8 1 17

161 Pat 3 7 10
Fog 1 1
Han 1 1

1962 Pat 1 3 4
Fog 1 4 5

1963 Pat 1 7 8
Fog 1 2 13 8 1 25

Note: See text for explanation of column A. In 1956, although data from 2 Swedish sta-
tions were available, the entry in column A is simply twice the number of occur-
rences at one station, Torsta, to maintain consistency with data for 1954-55.

13
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In order to obtain data which would be as solar-induced variations ii, the density and
representative as possible of the total number temperature of the atmosphere near 80 km
of nights with NOC without regard for geo- could well have an important effect on in-
graphical area, the largest number reported coming meteors and on the subsequent re-
in each year was entered in column A of distribution of meteoric dust particles.
Table 1, for years through 1944. In 1945-
1955 data based on observations frem only Latitudinal and Seasonal Distribution
one station are represented in each of the A preliminary indication of the distribution
sources (Paton, Ludlam). Examination of of NOC is given in Table 2a as a function of
data for two stations in 1956, Torsta and latitude and time of year. These data are
Stockholm, and for the large Soviet network based on a compilation made by Gromov
of stations i. 1957-58; shows that the prba- (12] from observations in western USSR
bility of sighting NOC on a given night in- during 1865-1956. The figures in Table 2a
creases by a factor of almost 2 when the represent the total number of reports, r,
number of stations is increased from to 2 of FOC (in 5-degree bands oi latitude cen-(provided the stations are not situated too tered on the specified latitudes), and as such
close to each other), and increases by aof
factor of 2 or more when several stationa nights, n, with NOC. Gromov reduced his data
are added. On this basis the one-station data further by introducing coefficients to ac-
for 1945-1956 were doubled to obtain ap- count for errors expected from variable
proximations of the true frequencies in these duration of viewing period and variable cloud
years. To eliminate further irregularities in cover. The practice of applying a cloudiness
the data believed to be due to sampling errors, coefficient to such heteorogeneous data as3-year running means were obtained (column those forming the basis of Table 2a seems
B). These have been plotted in Figure 5. questionaule. We have gone only so far as to

adjust the data to account for the variableThe results hatough 1956 (Table and Figure duration of the viewing period . This has been5) indicate that de annual number of nights done by multiplying the values in Table 2a by
of observed NOC ranges from one or none a grid of values, each given by thc reciprocalto 30 or more. A comparison with the MGY agrdovaes ahienbt-. eipolntw30or re.t Ascom son wtha the erier of the ratio o! the local duration to the maxi-
network results suggests that the earlier mum possible duration. The latter is aprox-
data, based primarily on reports in the lit- imately 7 hours, occurs near the summer
erature, underestimate the true frequency solstice at 55N and at some time away from
by a factor of 2 to 3. Thus, if a sufficiently the summer solstice at higher latitudes. As
large area is sampled, it is estimated that discussed here, the viewing time is the sum
the tue annual total should range from a of the before- and after-midnight periods of
few occurrences to perhaps as many as one solar depression, 6< ,<18, corresponding to
hundred. The highest probability of occur- the time of navigational andastronautical twi-
rences is in the summer months, June, July light, conventionally defined. The adjusted
and August. In each of these months, it is data are shown in Table 2b. A comparison of
estimated that NOC should occur on about the two tables shows that the character of the
5 or 10% of the nights in a year of very low distribution is only slightly affected. In either
cloud activity and on roughly 50% of the case the maximum frequency is associated
nights in a year of high activity, with latitudes 55°or 60N ad July is the month

of maximum occurrence.
Although the data in this figure t e n d to un-

derestimate the true frequencies, the inter-
annual pattern suggested seems real. A Since the IGY (1957-1958) important details
cycle with period approximately 12 years is not suggested by the earlier data havesuggested. When compared with the I11- emerged. Observations have been made in
year" sunspot cycle, some similarities and North America and elz;ewhere. The result of
some differences becomc cvidcnt. Aphysical thc Sovict IGY pr'og,a are oi particular
relationship is not at all improbable, itince value.

14
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Table 2a. Total Number of Reports of NOC, 1885-1956, by 5-Degree
Latitude Zones*, According to Data of Gromov £12).

Lat. Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total (%)

45 0 N 0 0 0 i 1 0 0 2 < 1

500 0 0 10 15 0 1 0 26 7

550 0 7 03 130 6 2 1 229 62

600 2 1 15 75 18 1 0 112 30

Total 2 8 108 221 25 4 1 369 100

(%) (1 2 29 60 7 1 < 1 100

Table 2b. Total Number of Reports of NOC, 1885-1956, by 5-Degree
Latitude Zones*, Corrected for Duration of Viewing Period

Lat. Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total (%)

45°N 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 5 < 1

500 0 0 11 20 0 3 0 34 6

550 0 8 108 169 10 5 3 303 51

600 3 2 60 158 23 2 0 248 42

Total 3 10 179 349 36 10 3 590 100

(%) 1 2 30 59 6 2 <1 100

*Zones centered on indicated latitudes.

In the USSR a network of 220 stations was es- light segment of the sky. Reliable data were
tablished for thepurposeof obtaining continu- actually received from only 79 stations in
ous, systematic observations of NOC. 1957 and from 201 stationsin1958.Somesta-
Observers were instructed to scan the twi- tions did not report consistently; some sta-

light segment of the night sky every 15 min- tions did not begin observing until 1958. A
utes, during the periods of navigational and major difficulty was experienced in regard

astronomical twilight (60< '<18)andduringa to the recording of weak, poorly definedNOC;

short time before and after. Occurrences recognition is difficult, even for trained ob-

were recorded alongwithdataontheirbright- servers in some cases, and the reliability of

ness and on the general sky condition and, staLisUcs derived from observations of weak

in particular, the sky condition in the twi- NOC is low.

16
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A catalog of the observations considered re- influences of cloud cover, one taight have
liable hasbeen published by Pavlova [29).Only expected visual sightings from larger num-
data from stations which recorded NOC (76) bers of stations. In the cases of multiple
are given. These stations cover latitudes 47' sightings, the reporting stations were in
to 80N and longitudes 23' to 1690E. Salient some cases near to each other (ur. to several
features of the seasonal and latituainal dis- hundeed kilometers), and in other cases they
tribution based on these data are depicted in were separated by vast distancesof the order
Figure 6 and Tables 3, 4. The statistics refer of several thousand kilometers. In the latter
to either r. the number of reports of NOC, cases, the absence of sightings from inter-
regardless of cloud duration, or'R, the total mediate stations suggests that different for-
number of 15-minute periods in which NOC mations separated by large "clear" areas
was ohserved. For comparison, Table 3gives were present.
the monthly number of nights, i, of NOC (re-
ports from more than one station reporting
counted as one observation) versus r. Tables 2a and 4 0') describe the same para-

meter, the number of reports of NOC, the
In about 40,b of the observations only one former table based on data for 1885-1956,
station from the entire network reported and the latter based on data for 1958, wnen
NOC. In the remaining cases, 2 to 6 stations a relatively systematic multi-station pro-
made sightings. This is somewhat a surpris- gram was in effect. For convenience, the
ing result, for even alluwing lur hui* at oh- zontbly ard latitudinal totals: expressed as
servingr deficiencies and allowing for the percentages, are repeated below (Table 5).

Table 3. Number of Nights (n) and Number ci Reports (r)
of NOC, USSR, 1957-5

Year Mar Apr Mzy June Jul Auvi_ Sep Oct Total

1957 n 4 18 8 12 2 4a

7 28 10 13 2 60

1958 n 6 9 9 13 22 18 1l 0 88

r 7 11 11 23 41 52 11 0 136

Table 5. Comparative Data for r (Percent Frequency)

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

1885-1956 0 <1 2 29 60 7 4 0

1958 . 8 8 17 30 24 8 0

41P 500 5P 600 650 700

1885-195 < 1 7 62 30 0 0

1958 1 13 41 35 10 <1

17
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FIgwo 6. Numiber of Reports of Occsrrences of
NOC (r) and Number of 15-Minute
Periods NOC Reported (R), USSR,
1957-58.
Adapted From PwIova [29].

The distribution for 1958, with respect to are particularly difficult to evaluate because

both time of year and latitude, shows much of greater tropospheric cloud cover and be-

less peakedness than the distribution from cause in midsummer the sun does not sink

1885-1956. A bias in the older data, which enough below the horizon to permit the ob-

were derived largely from reports in the servatlon of NOC. The absence of a double

literature, is clearly indicated. Both distri- maximum, which would be expected in view

butions, however, agree with respect to the of a double maximum in length of viewing

time and latitude of maximum frequency, period, is surprising. Itis not likely explained

July and 55N. One interesting diffe ence by the veasonal cloud cover regime in these

is the shift to higher frequencies in the later latitudes; climatological charts of mean cloud

months of the year and in higher latitudes, cover in the evening hours (Air Weather Serv-

revealed by the more reliable data for 1958. ice, (1]), donotshowanysignificantdifference
in spring and fall. However, it is possible

The later sample . ihat the period when that a close examination of the actual cloud

NOC are visible I., Longer than previously conditions in 1958 would reveal a significant

assumed. The earliest NOC recorded was on cloud effect.

13 March 1958, atKustanai(53*10'N, 630351 E),
the latest on 11 October 1957, at Bukhta The true northward extent of NOC is not

Tiksi (80020t N, 520551 E). In latitudes to the known. In the Soviet area they have been ob-

north of 0 °, the maximum frequency indi- served to 80*N (Bukhta Tiksi), in Alaska to

cated by the IGY data is some time after the 670 (Fogle, [71), in Sweden to 630 (Ludlam,

summer solstice. I a data for high latitudes (221), and in the Arctic Ocean to 760, from
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Ice Island ARLIS II on 13 September 61 vorable angle. This finding is in good agree-
(Hanson, (13] ). The clouds are commonly ment with Ludlam's [22) results based on
observed at a few degrees above the distant Swedish observations in 1954-55. The actual
northern horizon, su that they may actually times corresponding to the givon range ofextend to several degre)s above the latitude solar depression can be calculated by for-
of U.," observer. mula (see Ludlam) or they cat, be easily ap-

proximated by finding the times of nauticalTime and Duration of NOC. and astronomical twilight in stancard ephem-
The dependence of observations of NOC on e:.is tables.
the solar depression angle is clearly demon-
strated in Table 6, whic:. shows that 92%'f of According to the Soviet IGY observations,
the USSR sightings were ,nade when 'he sun the mean duration of NOC is 1 hour 38 min-
"anged from 5.6 to 17.5 degrees below the utes. Monthly mean durations, in hours and
horizon, 10 to 11 degrees being the most fa- minutes, are given below:

Mar Apr May Jul, Jul Aug Sep

1.00 1.30 1.05 1.57 2.04 1.45 1.02

The maximum duration was 5 hours 30 nan- midnight rather than before: a consistunt
,.tos (Sutar Khayata, 62' t. N); the cloud was relationship is not e vidcnt. Of 25 displays
of excepitonal bilghtiieb wtid ,tAbutd fron observed m l orth America during io.,5
2123 hours to 0238 hours, the night of 4-5 Fogle (8] reports that 17 were seen before
July 1957. Minimum duration was 15 minutes. midnight.
The clouds tended to be more frequent after

Table 6. Number, of l5Minute Per;c,4 0 NOC Observed (I
as Function of Solar Depi ession, 1957-58

Angle ( u) (%)

1.5- 3.5 22 1.7

3.6- 5.5 32 2.5

5.6- 7.5 106 8.3

7.6- 9.5 249 19.5

9.6 -11.5 343 26. 8

11.6- 13.5 265 20.7

13.6 - 15.5 164 12,8

15.6- 17.5 53 4.1

17.6- 19.5 36 2.8

19.6- 21.5 9 0.7

Total 1279

20
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The preceding, discussion refers to periods The 4eight of Noxtilucent Clouds.
when the clouds have been seen. It is natural As with so many meteorological phenomena,
to inquire whether the clouds might be seen there has been an unfortunate tendency to
tiroughout the day and night, given continu- asc.ribe a specific value, usually 31 or 82
ously favorable viewing conditions. The fact ki. to the altitude t which NOC occurs.
that the clouds are seen according to the Khvostkov ([19a], and earlier reports), in
time of favorable solar depression angle, fact, speaks of the "constaucy" of the cloud
rather than according to clock time, suggests height, er:)loying this notion to support the
that clouds present on a given night are pres- cotidensation hypothesis for the origin of the
ent throughout the night, at least. Their pres- clouds.
ence in daytime would also be expected,
unless there were somne diurnal factor strong The following data give an idea of the range
enough to inhibit the concentration of parti- of observed heights:
cles near the mesopause. The diurnal density
bulge of the atmosphere, which above 300kin
is responsible for daytime values of air SOURCE HEIGHT ESTIMATES
density which exceed the nighttime values by
several factors, could possibly inhibit the Jesse 191 79-90 kin, mean height 82.1
influx of meteoric material to NOC altitdes. kin; based on data from 24
This effect can be inferred, iough imper- photographic plates 1889-9"1.
fectly, in the diurnal curves oi radar" meteor
counts in summer (Figure 2). The means for Ludlam (22] Mean heights in 3 observations
finding a complete solution to this problem by St~rmer in 1932-34: 81.8,
are not yet available; some investigative 81.1, 82.2 kin, determined
effort is feasible, from numerous individual

measurements ranging over
Longitudinal Variations. 78-85 km.

An inspecticn of the detailed observational
data for longitudes 230 E to 1690E did net Patore [27] 84-89 kin; based on 28 obser-

indicate a longitudinal preference for the vations, 1939-58.

occurrence of NOC. Evidence of the occ,'r-
rence of NOC during the same night (Local Hanson [13] 70 km (), NOC observed at

time) at widely separated longitudes is avail- 76N on 13 September 1961.

able, not only from the data under discussion,
but also from other sources. For example, Allowing for possible error in the height de-
on the night of 27 July 57. when two Soviet terminations, it is reasonable to consider 75
stations at longitudes 29' and WE reported to 90 km as the approximate height range
NOC, there were reports also of NOC over within which the great majority of the obser-
south central Alaska, in thevicinityof 150V. vations fall. The mean height of occurrence
The dearth of reports from the North Ameri- lies probably between 80 and 85 km and is
can area before 1962 suggests that thp fre- possibly a function of latitude and solar ac-
quency is lower here than in L.urasia, but tivity.
no reliablo stitement can yet be made. A
systenativ watch was begun at College, Day-to-day variations in the height of the
A!aska in 1962. A network of observing sta- mesopause are suggested in the rocket-gre-
tiois was established in C.tnada and Alaska nade temperature data of NordbergandSmith
in 1963. The number of cloud displays seen [261. In view of the apparent roleofthe ther-
increased from 5 in 1962 to 25 in 1963. it is real structure with regard to both condensa-
cvident that the results of concurrent ob- tion and dust accumulation (see section B), it
serving programs in several areas of the is possible that day-to-day variations occur
wo-ld are needed before the question of also in the height of the NOC. Atmospheric
longitudinal difference. car he adequately temperature measurements made simultane-
i-.solved. ously with height observations of NOC will

21
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help to clarify this question. Such measure- do not correctly represent the motion of the
mc nts have been plannedby the NationalAeio- cloud, in view of the angle of propagation.
nautics and Space Administration for the Moreover, the tracking of bright areas formed
summer of 1964. at the intersection of two wave groups with

different velocities may lead to apparent ve-
SECTION E - CLOUD DIMENSIONS AND locities whichgrosslyov.., estimate or under-

MOVEMENT estialate the motion of the cloud.

Knowledge of the structure of NOC is neces- In spite of the shortcomings in past methods
sary in order to make a proper interpretation of estimating cloud movement, there is a re-
of available data on cloud movement. NOC markable consistency in the results.
structure has been studied intensively by
Grishin [I], with the aid of motion pictures, Vestine [39], discussing some early cloud
and by Witt [44], who worked with stereo- velocity data (1889-94) compiled by Jesse,
scopically analyzed photographs taken with cites a modal direction from the ENE, with
accurate phototheodolite cameras. a possible secondary maximum from the

west. An average velocity of 67 m/s from the
Results of the Soviet IGY network and the more east and a maximum velocity of 177 m/s are
recently estab1ished NorthAmerican network mentioned. Vestine's own summarization of
indicate that individual cloud systems may data to 1932 likewise showsamaximumnum-
have a horizopt.l extent of thousands of kilo- ber of cases of cloud movement from ENE,
meters. and a maximum velocity of approximately 200

m/s, NNE. Paton [27] states that all clouds
A well-developed cloud system consists typi- observed in Scotland, 1939- 59, "drifted to the
cally of a seemingly continuous diffuse layer west". Spl.ngenberg [35], considering central
punctuatcd by wavc -like formations of atleast European data for 1932-41, indicates move-
two scales: ment from E and ENE in 67% of the cases,

(1) Long waves with lengths 30 to 100 the cloud speeds averaging less than 100 m/s.
km and amplitudes 2 to 3 km. The crests are
readily seen as long, nearly parallel bands To obtain further details of the movement of
stretching over a substantial part of the north- NOC, a tabuiation was made of velocity data
ern sky. for 1885-3940, using the individual observa-

(2) Smaller "billows" with wave lengths tions published by Astapovich [2] together
4 to 10 km and amplitudes about 1/2 to 1 km. with data for 1954-55 published by Ludlam

(22]. The velocity estimates were made by
The long waves, which may have their origin visual or photographic means and occasion-
in internal gravity waves of the atmosphere ally with the aid of theodolites. Most of the
(Hines, [17]), are propagated at some angle to data for 1885-1940 were re-evaluated, or
the general motion of the cloud system and were initially evaluated, by Astapovich
may even move in an opposite direction. The himself. Almost all the values pertain to
billows have been observed by Witt to move in observations in June-August.
the same direction as the cloud system, pass-
ing through the crests of the longer waves. The summarization of NOC velocity data
He shows that the error introduced by using is necessarily subjective. Some of the re-
the motion of the billows for an estimate of ports give ranges of direction and speed,
the horizontal wind speed may be fairly small. according to the complexity of cloud struc-

ture and movement. For the purpose of sum-
To estimate the movement of the cloud sys- marization data were tabulated for a single
tern, past observers have often tracked a representative velocity vector, or in a few
bright area at the crest of the longer waves, cases of clearly disparate motions, for two
favoring especially an exceptionally bright representative vectors. Also, when more
area at the intersection of two nonparallel than one observation was available for the
bands. It is possible that such measurements same night, only one set of representative
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data was used. As there seemed to be no the north and northeast. Maximum cloud
clear correlation of cloud velocity with speeds reported are 308 m/s aid 230 m/s.
hour of the night, the velocities for all ob- These values seem unusually high for the
servation times were summarized together. height region under consideration, 75 to
The results are shown in Table 7. It will 90 km. At these heights, maximum winds
be noted that fewer speed measurements observed by the rocket grenade technique
than direction measurements were avail- (No,'dberg and Smith,[26]) are of the orderof
able; this is reflected in the relative number 200 m/s. The cloud speeds cited above were
of cases, it, versus N, respectively, determined with the aid of several photo-

graphs, yet it is possible that some feature of

These data essentially confirm earlier de- the NOC was being tracked whose apparent
ductions regarding the movement of NOC. motion was not representative of the motion
In about 75% of the cases, 'he clouds moved of the cloud system nor of the wind. On the
from directions north through east; ENE is other hand, if winds as high as 200 m/s have
the predominant direction. Movement frum been observed in relatively short periods of
any other direction seems possible, although observation, for example, by the rocket gre-
with a strongly reduced probability. nade technique, it is not too surprising, from

a statistical point of view, to note maximum
In 73% of the cases speeds were in the range cloud speeds up to 300 m/s from a long period
26-100 m/s. The strongest speeds were from of record.

Table 7. Frequcacy Distribution of Cloud Velocities,
1885-1940, 1954-.55

Direction N (All No. of Cases, n, by Speed Groups(m/s)

(from) Speeds) Direction J25 2-50 51-7 5 76-100 10-1-II5 ,1

SW 1 SW 1 1

W 4 W

NW 5 NW 1 1 2

N 14 N 3/1 1 2 1 I**

NE 29 NE 1 1 2/2 1/1 1 1*

E 34 E 1 4 2 2

SE 5 SE 1 1 2

S 6 S 1 1 1

Total 98 5 13 7 10 4 2

(%) 12 32 17 24 10 5

Speed data were less plentiful than direction data, thus n< N. Values of n preceded by slant

line refer to measurements at Torsta, Sweden, 1954-55.

*308 m/s, July 17, 1935, morning.

**230 m/s, Aug. 8-9, 1925, midnight.
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A physical explanation of thp velociLy regime terpretation of the data should be made within

of 111OC is beyond thc- scope of this report. the framework of the diurnal regime.
Aside from the ix,ssible influence of inter-

nal gravity waves, atmospheric tidal oscil- Finally, vertical wind shear may have a sig-

lations are an important consideration. nificant effect on the cloud movement. Chemi-

E i-dence is available (e.g., Rosenberg and cal cloud experiments carried out with

Edwards, [31]; Lenhard, [201, Greenhow and rockets have revealed layers of strong shear

Neufeld,[10]) of large diurnal variations in in the lower thermnsphere. Thefollowingex-

the wind. The velocity data examined were ample of NOC movement, taken from

predominantly at times between 2000 and 0400 Astapovich [2 appears to reflect a vertical

and would tend to homogeneity with respect to wind structure not unlike the pattern revealed

the diurnal cycle, but it is clear that any in- in the rocket experiments.

June 20, 1937 "hear upper boundary, motion to west; in
Moscow lower half of cloud, motion to north."

2330- 2430 h.

SECTION F - PARTICLE SIZE AND CON- and Dole are probably useful for first ap-

CENTRATION proximations. However, they do notallow for
deviations in particle concentration that might

Until recently; only indirect observational be associated with specific features in the
evidence existed for estinutas u! hue ptriicle temperature and density structure of the at-
size and concentration in noctilucent clouds. mosphere, as at the mesopause. Thus, in gen-

A sample of cloud particles has now been eral, it is considered unrealistic to
obtained in specially designed rocket experi- extrapolate particle concentrations obtained
ments carried out in Sweden (Soberman, [341; at rocket and satellite altitudes down to the

Hemenway and Soberman, [151; Skrivanek altitudes of noctilucent clouds.
and Sobcrman,[331), and the results obtained
thus far tend to strengthen the validity of the Actual data on NOC particle size and con-
calculations based on indirect evidence. Fur- cenLration will now be considered. Indirect
l her experiments with rockets are planned observational evidence has led to a definition
for the summer of 1964. of the expected range in cloud particle radius.

From the degree of polarization and color ofBefore considering the data specifically re-

lating to NOC, it is pertinent to ask whether light from NOC, Ludlam has deduced a par-
dust particle counts obtained from satellites ticle radius ranging between 10 and 10

and rockets in general might be extrapolated cm. From detailed polarization measure-

to infer particle concentrations at NOC alti- ments on August 10-11, 1958, Witt [43] found

tudes, 75-90 km. The majority of the reliable a variation in particle radius from I to 2.4

data from rockets are for heights 100 to about X 10"5 cm. Ludlam estimated the particle con-
150 km. The data from satellites are for centration by (1) using camera exposure times
higher altitudes and have been obtained under as an inverse measure of the brightness of
a variety of observational circumstances, the clouds; and (2) assuminga proportionality
which makes their interpretation especially between cloud brightness and the particle
difficult. Whipple [41] and Dole [5] have sug- scattering of light. Further considerations
gested that the concentration of particles lod to an expression for the particle concen-
near the earth should vary inversely as the tration,
1.4 power, or 1.66 power, respectively, of
the distance from surface of the earth. Ac- n = (2 X 106) h f r,

cording to McCracken and Alexander [23],
however, confirmation of a clear dependence where r is the particle radius and h is the

of particle concentration on altitude is lack- thickness of the cloud layer. The thickness of

ing. The relationships suggested by Whipple NOC commonly ranges from less than 2 to

24
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more than 4 ki. Choo.ing It equal to 3 X 105 in Sweden in 1962 have resultedin some pre-
cm, the particle concentration. liminary data. Particle samples were ob-

2 2  3 5 tained on two suc.cessful flights, one of which
S :- 2 >( 10-/cm if r = 10"Scm was in the presence of NOC (August, 11). The

3i - 2/cother flight (August 7) yieldeda particle count,
it -x 2/cm 3if r-- 10- (m per unit area, 2 to 3ordersofmagntude less

than Lhe noctilucent sample.
Note that if the particle radius is over- or
underestimated by one order of magnitude, The radius of-the particles in the noctiiuceLL"
the concentration is in error by a factor of sampl ranged primarily from 2.5X10-t
100. le 5 to

2.5 )r 10- cm, in remarkably good agree-
If for a cloud particle we assume a 3pherical ment with the combined range indicated by

5-6 -5shape and a radius of 10- cm, the volume of Ludlam and Witt, 10- to 2.4 X 10" . For
the particle is: r >2.5 X 10 6, particle counts of 1 to 8X106

-5 3 4 15 3 per square cm of collecting surfaces were
(4/3)?r (10- ) 4x 10 cm obtained. Particles were collected between

If we further assume the mass/cm 3 of the the altitudes of 75 and 95 km, so a further
matefrtier costuin the clssudrao oe 2.5 reduction of thE data is needed to approxi-
material constituting the cloud to be 2.5 mate the concentration per cubic centimeter.
grams, the mass of one particle will be If the concentration is assumed constant

(2.5) 4X 10"15= 10-14 grams. with height, n takes on a value of 0.5 to 4.0

particles/cm. It is expected, however, that
Then, assuming a particle concentration of the major contribution would have been in

2 3 the height domain of the NOC, probably only
10-2 /cm , we have the density contri- a few kilometers. Thus, it i expected that

bution at NOC altitudes by NOC, the particle concentration in the cloud itself

(2)10-2/cm3) 10 -14grams would have "eeu somewhat larger. In anycase the observed values of n are near or

21-16grsc3 '  above the upper boundary deduced by
(1 grams/cm3 . Ludlam's method. Further samples to be

obtained in the summer of 1964 should bet-
The average summertime atmospheric densi- ter define the range of particle concentra-
ty at latitudes 49-751N (Quiroz, (30] ) is 2.3 tion.

X 10-8 g/cm3 . In a volume containing NOC,
the contribution to the total density by the SECTION 0 - SUMMARY

NOC is approximately (2X10 "1 6 )/,(2.3Xi 0 "8)
-8 Of the existing concepts of the origin of noc-

-10 . Thus it appears that the contribution tilucent clouds, the concept of interplane-
of the space density of the NOC particles to tary particles in sufficient concentration to
the total density is extremely small. Since the be seen as "cloud" is favored. A mechanism
masses and sizes of the individual particles which could explain the necessary accumu-
are very much greater than those of the air lation of particles near the mesopause is
molecules, abrasive effects on an aerospace meridional convergence of particles initially
vehicle may still be important. distributed uniformly with latitude.

It is of interest to compare the particle sizes The temperatures required for condensation
and concentrations deduced in the manner de- near the mesopause have been observed to
scribed above with actual samples. As men- occur. In a rocket sample of cloud particles,
tionod earlier, rocket experiments conducted about 10% of the particles had a structure

25
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suggesting that the particles had I.?en sur. to 30 or more i"i a year of maximum activi-
rounded by i, e. In view 'f the large propor- tv. Comparison wits. IGY results suggests
tion ofparticlesnr. lj;),sssing ihi... '".u,'-, +.at Lhe earlier data in general ur.deresti-
it is believed that condensation is nut neces- t .. e true frequency by a factor of 2 to 3.
sary for NOC to exist. s f C et '.e of year: Cloudis have been seen as

Representative data on clouA claracteris+ic, ca; i :o, mid-March, as late as mid-October,
are given below. Values for cloud dimensions (Northern Hemisphere). They are s-,en most

are based primarily on the wo.ri of Wict -'Iently in June, July, and A--4
t 

T- 4--. .

[44] and Grishin [11]. monthB, they are seen on about 5% of the
nights in a year of low activity, on about

Heights: 75 to 90 km (about 250,000 to 50% of the nights in a year of high activity.

300,000 ft) Latitude: Clouds have been seen between

latitudcs 450 and 80'N. Whether or not the
T n <2.;t-4ved frequencies are 2orrected for dura-

Horizontal extent of cloud system: Up to sev- tion of viewing period, the frequency of oc-
currence is highest near 55' and 600. Theeral "housand kilometers general increase northward in tropospheric

cloud cover in summer may tend to mask
wave features: Long waves, wave lengths 30 codcvri umrmytn oms

av fe0kinate Longiwaes, wv to3km;llenhs, the true frequencies at the higher latitudes.
to 100 km and amplitudes 2 to 3 kin; billows,

wave lengths 4 to 10 km and amplitudes 1/2 Longitude. Timc of Day: Definitive nifur-
to 1 km mation is lacking; see appropriate sections

of this report.
Observational conditions: Most favorable so- Cloud r:o'cment: The field of motion is
lar deprPQqinn angle, 6 to 18 degrees (92% complicated by possible effects of internal
of Soviet IGY sightings were made in this gravity waves, atmospheric tidal oscilla-
r ange of solar depression). Clouds can be tions, and vertical wind shear. -ropagation of
seen with solar depression angle 1 to 22 wave groups may be at some angle to the mo-
degrees. Elevation of clouds above horizon, tion of the cloud. Summarization of past esti-
primarily 1 to 15 degrees; but cloud can mates of cloud motion, 1885-1940, indicates
extend to and beyond zenith. Viewing time that in 75% of the cases, clouds moved from
(total of period after sunset and before sun- directions north through east, with ENE as
rise), increases from about 2 hours each modal direction. in 73% of the cases cloud
night at 30*N latitude to 2 to 7 hours at 50*N, speeds were in the range 26-IGO m/s. Maxi-
2 to 5 hours at 601. At the higher latitudes mum cloud speeds reported, 308 and 230 m/s,
the viewing time depends strongly on time are subject to further review.
of ycar. is at a maximum near midsummer.

Particle size and concentration: Polarization
Frequency of occurrence as function of . • • measurements lead to deduced particle radii

in the range 10-6 to 2.4 X 10- cn (Ludlam,Inter-annual hehavior: There Is an apparent [2 .j); .v'tt, (433, andparticle concentrations

cyclical variation in the annual number of 3 -2 3

occurrences, with period approximately 12 of 2/er 3 to 2 X 102 /cm 3.These ebtimates
years. According to pre-IGY data, the annual agree well with measurements from rocket
number of nights with NOC varies from .1 sampling of NOC, but tend to underestimate
or none in a year of minimum cloud activity particle concentration.
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